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"A Conversation with 

Ambassador 
Andrew Young"

On December 4th, Civil Rights Movement leader and former politician 
Ambassador Andrew Young visited CDU for a lively discussion with school 
administration, faculty and staff, and students from both CDU and the 
neighboring King/Drew Magnet High School. The discussion, moderated by 
CDU President David M. Carlisle, covered a wide range of topics such as the 
importance of education, current social and political climate, lessons from 
Ambassador Young's own experiences, and other topics from questions 
brought by those in attendance.

Ambassador Young's visit concluded the Dr. M. Alfred Haynes Lecture Series of 
2017 that was held year-long which commemorated Dr. Haynes' distinguished 
career with CDU. The curriculum and programming of speakers and guests 
for this series sought to elevate, promote awareness, and engage discussion 
around health disparities, social determinants, policy and educational 
approaches for the advancement of wellness in underdeserved and under-
resourced communities.

Andrew 
Young

Former United States Ambassador to the United Nations

Dr. M. Alfred Haynes Lecture Series 2017

In a world where change is 
inevitable and continuous, the 
need to achieve that change 
without violence is essential 
for survival.

The Compton Community College District 
andCharles R. Drew University have entered into 
a multifaceted partnership designed to benefit 
Compton College students and faculty. The excit-
ing new partnership includes a transfer pathway 
program for students interested in preparing for 
careers in biomedical science fields. In addition 
to helping students transfer more easily, the 
partnership will provide expanded opportunities 
in the areas of academic collaboration, teaching, 
faculty advancement and professional develop-
ment, institutional management and research.

The two institutions of higher learning made the 
partnership official at a Memorandum of Under-
standing (MOU) signing ceremony on Nov. 29 at 
Charles R. Drew University in Los Angeles.

Compton Community 
College District Partners 

with CDREWU to Establish 
Transfer Pathway.
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The Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) 
program educates volunteers about disaster 
preparedness for specific natural and man-made 
disasters that could potentially impact their sur-
rounding neighborhoods and trains them in basic 
disaster response skills. The program was started 
by Department of Public Health Nurses of SPA 6 
(Service Planning Area) currently centered in the 
neighboring Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Public 
Health, which is just right around the corner from 
CDU where many of our very own students have 
worked or volunteered. 

The specialization of our Nursing students in the 
ELM-MSN program allowed them to contribute to 
the CERT training program by helping to teach basic 
medical operations and skills such as ABC (airway, 
breathing, circulation) diagnosis and treatment, 
bleeding and shock treatment, basic first aid, and 
other related techniques. 

The event demonstrated the comprehensive edu-
cational expertise of our ELM-MSN students and 
overall excellence in public health issues associated 
with students of CDU. Even at the advanced level of 
our ELM students in their academic careers, they still 
possess the ground-level competence to teach the 
most fundamental medical operations to others as 
well as the heightened level of sensitivity for public 
health to volunteer at such an event.

WATTS

PROGRAM
CERT
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The Division of Student Affairs would like to recognize our students and recent graduates 
from the School of Nursing who were recently honored during the Annual Pinning and 
Honor Society Induction Ceremony which took place on December 15th. Students who 
were honored for the academic excellence during their time here at CDU included Erica 
Abaekobe, Parynaz Aminian, Elynita Arella, Nicole Borden, Nailah Cox, Cynthia Eneh, Ekene 
Ezenwaka, Brooke Hernandez, Johnell Holbert, Alex Iroha, Lakeisha Lawson, Stella Lee, 
Anthony Leslie, Kimberly Lupercio, Ogechukwu Okpala, Joyce Ononuju, Maureen Oshogwe, 
Patrice Perkins, Janice Santos, Atherine Shackelford, Leslie Smith, Nerizze Tagalag and 
Alynna Turner.

Current nursing students were also inducted into the honor ceremony during the ceremony 
and among them were Shenita Anderson, Maria Leilani Apostol Dy, Maryjane Awatin, Abbie-
batu, Mara Cid, Criselle Corpus, Nerika Esoto, Rupert Fortugaleza, Johnell Holbert, Miriam 
Inzunza, Shonda Jones, Dorothy Kemie-Okesola, Stella Lee, Pamela Newprasit, Denise Ortiz, 
Maureen Oshogwe, Cheryl Pritchett, Stella Rabara, Jocelyn Rodriguez, Kathy Rosales, Nancy 
Sahagun, Michelle Seaton and David Tamarazyan.

Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and 
Science Student Government (CDUSG) held a 
meeting with the Deans of each college and 
the Division of Student Affairs. The student 
representatives were able to follow up on 
past requests and concerns for students, such 
as scaling the resources currently available 
to students with the growing student body. 
Specific considerations were given to COSH 
during the meeting. The meeting concluded 
with a resolution for a formal letter to be sent 
to the CDU Academic Senate as well as the 
academic counselors in all three colleges, 
outlining the issues discussed in the CDUSG 
meeting. 

CDU Student Government also held their 
monthly meeting in December in which all 
students of CDU are invited and encouraged 
to attend. During this meeting they discussed 
issues and concerns of the students, 
upcoming club events, and funding.

Keep Up with CDUSG!
Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science's Student Government
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Provost Corner
with Dr. Steve Michael

Door 
Decoration 
Contest

Dear Students:

Welcome back from the Christmas and New Year 
break.  I hope your time away with family and 
friends was festive, restful, and reinvigorating.  I 
spent most of the break in the east coast and can 
officially declare myself a Californian given my 
inability to enjoy the frigid weather over there.  

You probably have seen the CDU Advantage 
posters around the campus.  What exactly is 
the CDU Advantage, you may ask.    The CDU 
Advantage is a unique curricular experience that 
sets CDU apart from other schools.  It represents 
our promise to our students and expectations 

from our graduates.  The CDU Advantage is a set 
of epistemological and pedagogical experiences 
that define the education our students receive 
at CDU.  The CDU Advantage comprises FIVE 
strands of experiences that are woven through-
out student education at the University.  The 
elements that constitute the CDU Advantage are 
RESEARCH, SOCIAL JUSTICE, GLOBAL-INTERNA-
TIONAL, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT/EXPERIEN-
TIAL EDUCATION, and HEALTH POLICY.  

Starting from January 1, 2018, course syllabi, 
catalogue and academic plans will reflect the 
adoption of the CDU Advantage.   We look for-
ward to hearing your stories of how you are living 
the CDU Advantage experience.  

Provost Steve O. Michael
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Building on the proud legacy of the impressive 
historical empirical investigations, the Strategic Plan 
2016-2020 unfolds a new vision of expanding and 
integrating research beyond its current state. As 
illustrated in the diagram below, CDU envisions FIVE 
Pillars of medical and health research centers or 
clusters as follows: Cancer, HIV-AIDS, Cardio-
Metabolic, Mental and Behavioral, and Health Policy 
Research with Health Informatics serving as the 
integrating neurons between and among the research 
pillars. Upon these solid pillars will the academic 
enterprise of the University be established firmly.

As indicated on the diagram, Charles R. Drew 
University of Medicine and Science ADVANTAGE (or 
the CDU Unique Advantage) represents the 
University’s promise to the world and a defining set of 
characteristics of our graduate and undergraduate 
education. In the next five years, CDU student 
experience shall be defined by RESEARCH training and 
engagement; education in and for SOCIAL JUSTICE 
and DIVERSITY; GLOBAL and INTERNATIONAL 
education; COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT; and HEALTH 
POLICY knowledge and advocacy. In essence, the CDU 
Advantage is a promise of specialized education that 
cultivates medical and health LEADERS who are able 
to conduct and translate empirical works in their 
never-ending quests for social justice and health 
equity “glocally” and who in partnership with the 
community serve as agents, activists, and advocates 
for policy reform and catalysts for societal 
transformation, especially for the underserved 
populations.
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     On December 14th your Division of Stu-

dent Affairs rang in the holidays with some 

spirited, friendly competition alongside the 

rest of the entire CDU staff by participat-

ing in the annual Holiday Door Decoration 

Contest. The doors were judged by the 

Staff Management Council which is made 

up from various departments. This year 

the Division of Student Affairs went for a 

classic Charlie Brown Christmas-themed 

decoration. We used the beloved Snoopy’s 

doghouse decorated with holiday lights 

along with a festive holiday greeting as our 

contest entry to represent the friendly, up-

beat nature of your Division of Student Af-

fairs. The Department of Human Resources 

won the competition along with a catered 

lunch, but all of CDU were able to enjoy the 

holiday spirit early with all the participating 

departments’ festive decorations visible 

throughout the whole campus.



Dear Mighty Lions,

Happy New Year from the Division 
of Student Affairs! For our returning 
students we'd like to welcome you 
back from the holidays, and to all 
of our new students joining us this 
semester - welcome to CDU! I look 
forward to seeing you all on campus, 
and please feel free to stop by our 
office during the day. 

In this issue, we would like to 
specifically highlight both the 
academic achievements and 
volunteer efforts of our students in the 
community during the past month. 

Here at CDU we believe that it is just 
as important for our students to not 
only be leaders amongst their peers 
in educational excellence through 
academic achievement but also 
advocates in addressing public health 
concerns by improving the health 
of their communities. Through our 
ongoing passion for student success, 
we here at Student Affairs wish 
everyone a successful start to the 
semester and the New Year. 

Once a Mighty Lion, Always a Mighty 
Lion!

-Jinny Oh, Ed. D.

Dean of Student Affairs
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 Student Health Insurance
Friday, January 19th, 2018 to Enroll/Waive
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On November 22nd, the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Public Health in conjunction with Charles R. 

Drew University of Medicine and Science, provided Flu and Hepatitis A vaccines at no charge for students, 

faculty and neighboring community. While reported Hepatitis A cases have been steadily decreasing 

through the years, vaccination-preventable season influenza remains a significant public health burden 

with the CDC reporting nearly a estimated 25 million cases of the disease through 2015-2016. This 

volunteer event to provide free vaccinations was headed by students, faculty, and staff from the Mervyn 

M. Dymally School of Nursing provide valuable clinical field experience to students. The event had a very 

successful turnout in regards to both the number of volunteers and vaccine recipients. There are plans to 

have this event on a yearly basis citing the dual-purpose opportunity for real-world application of CDU’s 

mission and values to improve health with the underserved along with the valuable experience it can 

potentially provide to students. 

 Telephone 323.563.3343 
 E-mail  Studentaffairs@cdrewu.edu
 Editors: Jinny Oh, Dakota McMahand, and 
   Jay Jenkins

Let’s keep in touch!
 www.cdrewu.edu/students

Division of Student Affairs
Charles R. Drew Unviersity of Medicine and Science
1731 118th 

Free Flu and Hepatitis A Vaccuines at CDU


